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Silenx ixtrema Pro Quiet
Cabinet Cooling System -
Dual Cooling Fans & Grills

Included

$59.99
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Short Description

The first and best complete solution for cooling down cabinets with 120x38mm fans, the IXA-CCS is ideal for those looking to do
just that with a professional finish. Used by several electronics cabinet manufacturers and professional AV installation companies,
the IXA-CCS gives everybody a quick and easy option of installing fans to your cabinets with a simple kit.

Description

The first and best complete solution for cooling down cabinets with 120x38mm fans, the IXA-CCS is ideal for those looking to do
just that with a professional finish. Used by several electronics cabinet manufacturers and professional AV installation companies,
the IXA-CCS gives everybody a quick and easy option of installing fans to your cabinets with a simple kit. The base system
includes two high airflow 120x38mm fans, their respective housing frames and a five channel fan controller. Comes with 6 feet
power cables on the fans and a 5 foot power cord on the fan controller and plugs right into your 120v or 240v AC power outlet.
Fans come with a simple, clean DC barrel connector to make plugging in a snap, no need for messy molex connectors. Can add up
to three more fans with the optional IXA-AFK additional fan kits designed specifically for use with this system.

Requires a cabinet with a thickness of <0.75" 19mm="" and="" also="">2.5" (>64mm) of clearance behind the cabinet for the
fan and fan frame to be installed. The only other tools required is a saw to punch out a 5.0" (127mm) diameter opening or
5.0"x5.0" (127x127mm) square opening to mount the fan frame, and a #2 Phillips screwdriver. With the hole punched out of your
cabinet, takes an average of 5-10 minutes to install the entire system and get it powered up and working.

Specifications

0

http://www.silenx.com/accessories.asp?sku=ixa-afk
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Additional Information

Brand SilenX

SKU IXA-CCS

Weight 8.0000

Color Black

Fan Dimensions 120mm

Fan Width 38mm

Fan Voltage 12 VDC

Fan RPM 1500

Fan CFM 103

Fan Noise (dB) 24

Vendor SKU/EAN 854224001547


